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FOreword

a.

This pUblication replaces Classroom Activities, a very popular booklet which
served for nearly 20 years as a resource of quick and easy ideas for use by
teachers in the confines of Me classroom. It represents one of the efforts of
the Elementary School Physical Education Council of the National Association
for Sport and Physical Education, the latter being one of the seven associa-
tions of the American Alliance for Health;,Physical Education and Recreation.

There is still a very definite need for a resource book of ideas to use in the
claSsroom, in spaces smaller than the gymnasium or outdoor play space, but
the, Council believed that such a book should focus on active suggestions
rather than sedentarir games and be related to new deVelopments.in the field.

In recent years the physical education curriculum for children has changed
dramatiCally toward a new look focuSing on basic and varied movement
experiences to provide abroad foundation of movement skills in children.
This is coupled with a problem-solving approach to teaching. After several
years of effort beginning in 1972, the 1976-77 Council presents to you this
publication with ideas and resource information hoping to acquaint you with 4
the new look in prtysical education.

Because of its long period of develOpment, several persons have been -
.

involved but special credits go to Carolyn Rasmus, Brigham Young University,
Provo Utah, and John Fowler, University of Colorado, Boulder, editors, who
completed the task, as well as to selected persons who were instrumental in its
prtiduction, includhog Jack Acree, Boise, Idaho; Bertel Budd, Cheyenne,
Wyoming; and DonkDompson, Cedar Falls, Iowa. Grateful acknowledge-
ment is also accorded all those Council member who gave generously of their
time in reviewing the'various outlines and mar*scripts.

Kate Barrett,
Chairperson,
ESPEC 1976-77

MargieTt Hanson,
Elementary Education Consultant,
AAHPER.
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Preface

Ix

As a teacher, you are concerned about individual children. You seek to
provide experiences which help children develop to their full potential. The \
purpose of this book is to help you by suggesting methods and activities in
physical education which can contribute to each child's maximum de elop-
merit. The activi es and suggested methodology have been design d to:I

entovra e the development of motor skills

create situations in which children canLynake choices ir2 an atmos-
phere of freedom

allow children . to participate in enjoyable movement. experiences
which help to develop a desire for continued participation in physical
education activities.

This guide can be used in many ways -- bi teachers Who want a systematic
approach to teaching movement or those who want to development a different
teaching style and try more creative ways of teaching physical education
activities. It can also be used as a resource of additional ideas to supplement
existing programs. It is not intended to represent a complete elementary
school* physical education 'curriculum but it is a beginning. As a perceptive,

e creative teacher, y will use this guide as ,a catalyst for experiences in your
unique setting and with your'particular class.

8
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troduction
to Movement
Education, a

Some of the terminology used to describe physical education activities,
such as space, levels, pathways, etc:, may be unfamiliar to the reader. These
terms reflect a different approach to physical edUdation, described as "the new
physical edudation" or " movement pducation." In the past, most physical
education activities *are claSsified as dance, games and/or gymnastics. In
movement education there is a recognition of basic 'concepts and skills
common to these-O'Mara traditional areas. These &h&c movements are
designed to provide a broaderliackgrdund of experiences on which more
specialized skills can be built..

Alovement education: '

, de-emphasizeScompetition and traditional team sports, relays and
elimination games 2 : . '

stresses the recognition and awarenessof individual differences and
abilities

utilizes problem solving as a method and encourages exploration and
discovery

provides meaningful learning experiences which are success oriented

Content of Movement Education

The ways in which the body can move and/or move objects are varied by
using the f lowing elements either singly or in combination.

Space Included in the element of space is changing direction (forward,
backward, sideways), levels (high, middle, low) and, pathways (straight,
curved, zigzag, etc.) ,,-. . , '

Time ;The continuum of , tirne ranges from still to fast, accelerating,
decelerating, stopping, starting, and responding to an imposed rhythm.
Force The continuum of force ranges from light to heavy.

10 1



Body Supports The body can be supports on any single body part or a
combination of parts (feet, hands, head, bac 'stOrnach, side, shoulders,
knees, etc.)"

Relationships 'Relationships are for ith body parts (near to or far
from) and,with Other people (close to or ar away from),

Children can xperience a variety of movements as they respond to
.problems focused on each of The above elements singly or in combination.
These experiences are initially exploredelone and later expanded to include
work -with a partner, a small group or with a piece of equipment. When
equipment is introduced, the process is the same; childreAxplore on their
own and then participate with a partner or a-sniall group.

Spaces For Teaching

A gymnasium, multi-purpose room or the out-of-doors are ideal for teaching
movement education. However, for schools that lack these facilities,

.
hall-

ways, empty classrooms, study areas, foyers, open-space areas and even
self-'contained classrooms can be successfullipsed.

Classroom space can be expanded and used in teaching 'Movement
education by:

I. moving desks to perimeter of room and utilizing spa6e in the center of
room

2. moving deskslo center of room and using space on the outside of the
MOM

3. pushing adjacent rows of chairs together to make wide aisles which
can accommodate balance beams,,benches Or mats

Equipment can be Modified and used in limited space areas safey. See
pages 25 -29 for equipment items.

Class organization can be Modified wheh using limited space areas. The
following organizational patternS can be used:

1. Station or circuit teaching" -- Set'up several activities pistations at
various places, in the clas:sroom. The class is divided into small groups
and the 'groups br individual' children may rotate to various stations.
2. MoveMent activity learning 'Center write various challenges on
index cards and place in a file box. Students can gO to this area
other work is complete and select activities in which the want to
participate..



3., Activity with the eqpre class = arrange room ITC5ro:ide largest ,

spay possible. If this space islimited, have half of the classavatch while
,the other half participates. Change groups fregyently.

Methodof Movement Education

Traditionally, teachers of physicial education have often relied upoh a direct,
command-like. method ofeaching. ("Class, line up, count off . . .") Advbcates
of movemaht educationtelieve that childrevan algo learn through explora-
tion and discovery. Although it may be necessary sbmetirnee for-the teaciOr
to be. specific ..and direct, movement :educators Lthe4oblern solving to
encourage children to make choices and respond according to their abilities .?,
and limitations. .

. ,
The following is a format which can be used in the problem, solving method:

Explore Children find as many rays as possible of responding to the stated
problem. .

,
.

Distover 'Children discover or are.guided by the teachers comments toward .:
discovering the possibilities and limitations of the task within the trarnewOrkof
their own abilities.

i ' '
Select From the many ideas developed, some are chosen for repetition and:,
practite.

Figther Challenges If children are limited- in developing their ideaS, the
teacher can suggest additional rh4ernent by.,using the various.

elements listeril on pages 4-21. -

Repeat. Children refine the movements deveiPped. Quality of 'movement
shouldbe stressed.

SequenCes pifferent movement ideas are joined together to 'prodUce se-
quences or fiombinations./
Application Games and activities can be introduced which use the skills
developed in the lesiOn. Primary grade children will enjoy the basic move-
ment activities withoig specific application. Older children might wish to
incorporate the movements they have practiced in a game situation. Games
can be invented by the children. pr with the teacher's help. Also, traditional
games,can. be utilized which emphasize movement skills from the exploration

, and/or discoVery phase of the probleM-solving process.

Two sample;tessions arfilunits using thls format appear on pages



Teaching nits
of Movem t
Activities

)4Init I. Moving in Space

Note to teacher: Children should be encouraged to work in theirown space
without interfering with others. When moving, they should practice keeping
away from othe'rs and learn to listen while moving.

A. MOVING ON FEET

Explore: Different ways to move on feet.
Discover: Many of the different possible ways of moving on the feet.
(For development of this concept see Sample Lesson. #-1, page 20, "Select,
Repeat, Further Challenges, Sequences.'`)

Applications

1. Children Wie up around four sides of space, then move across the space to
a point on the other side._
Variations: Go straight across walking, running.
Go across in a twisted pathway, in a zigzag pathway, avoiding collisions.
Try different speeds and different ways to move on feet.
2. Followfhe Leader Children get in small groups of three to four, Leader
moves in different ways on feet; rest of group imitates. Rotate leaders.
3.- Matching Children are side by side'with a partner. One partner starts
moving, the 61 her person imitates. Encourage different speeds, directions
and pathways.
4. Skipping and Galloping These skills can be developed by (a) using an
uneven beat with a drum anct,asking the children how the drum tells them 'to
move, (b) having the children use combinations of stepping and hON)ing.

Chasing and Tag Games

5. Dodge andMark One partner chases the other and tries to stay as close
as possible. If tag is made, the tagged player becomes."it." The teacher can
also call out "change" for reversal of roles.

6. Couple Tag Two
.-

players join hand &\and chase the rest. Players, when
tagged, join and game continues until all pNyers are in one long chain; as an

1"



alternative, when two More are caught they break off and form an additional
chain of chasers. . ,
7. Swim - Fish -Swim Players (fishes) line up_ along one side of the
gym. The catcher (fisherman) tries to tag the fishes as they attempt to cross
the gym on the command "swim- fish - swim!" Tagged players sit down on the
spot where they were caught and try to catch other players as they cross the
space.

8. Chinese Wall Players line up along one side of gym. Two ,parallel
Iiaes are drawn down the center of the gym about three to four...feet apart. The
catcher stands between the lines and tries to tag players aspey try to crass
the "wall." The catcher must stay on the wall and players can only be caught,,..
when they are-dn the wall. , If caught, players Aly on the wall and help to catch
the rest.

9. Bumper Cars -7 Partnaii facing, place hands on each Other's shoulders.
One partner steers the other becl4ards. The object is to avoid bumping Other
"cars." Change direction orarivers frequently.
10. "Tail" Tag,-- Half the claSs is given a "tail" which is,tucked in the back of
the belt. Other' class members try to steal the tails;
11. "First Aid" Tag Several chasers can be used. Players become "it"
when tagged but must run about holding the'place where they were tagged.

14
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12. Dribble Tag Threiror four players .are, "it." They chase the rest but
must dribble a basketball When tagged, a player becomes "it" andreceives
the ball and chases while dribbling.
13. Shipwreck PlayerS line up down the center of the gyiiiand imagine
they are on the deck of a ship. Various instructions are given:
"Line up in the Galley!" Players line up down ,: the center to start.
"Man the Lifeboats!" players run to left Wall.
"Man the Quarterdeck!" players run to right wall.,
"Hit the Deck!" players lie face down on the floor.
"Man Overboard!" players lie on back with arms and legs in the air.
"Freeze!" can also be used at any stage.
14. Fox and Geese The goose is made up of five or six. players in file, (Each
holding the waist of the person in front. The fox is a single player who tries to
tag the last person on the "tail" of the goose. File leader can hold out aims and
the file moves to protect last person. Rotate players.
15. One Against-Three Groups of four. Three players join hatids and
make a small circle. The fourth perscn tries to tag one of the three players by
chasing around the outside of the circle. Rotate players.

B. JUMPING AND LANDING ACTIVITIES

Explore:Different ways to jump, the best way to land softly, jumping over, in
and out of obstacles, circles, hoops, etc. Jumping down from, different
heights.

Discover: a. Different ways to jump on one foot, two feet.
b. How to land softly.
c. Own limitations as to jumping for height and distance.

Further Challenges

1. Discover five basic jumps one foot to two, two to two, two to one, and one
to one (leap and hop).
2. Jump in different directions.
3. Jump wttka twist.
4. Jump ,along different pathways.
5. Jump in place, from a run.

Select/Repeat: Children need to pecome familiar with a wide' range of
jumping and landing situations. All of the above should be encouraged.

Sequences: a. Different combinations of hop, step, jump'
b. Combinations of different kinds of jumps
c. Combinations of walk-run-jump-land-roll, etc.

6 _15
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Applications

1.. Jump in and out of a hoop or bicycle tire held at different heights by a
partner.

2. Using a .jump rope, make shapes, laying the mpg on the floor. Learn
different ways to;jump in and out or over. Join with a partner and make bigger
shapes with the- ropes.

3. Jump the widening creek. Use chalk/tape, lines or two ropes.
4 Make hurdles out of milk carton or cardboard cartons with a wand, cane or
broomstick. Wand 'need not be level.

-5. Jump down from tables, chairs or solid wooden boxes.
6. Run and jump off a sldping plank or bench, using a mat for landing. En-
courage children to land and roll.
7. Standing Broad Jump Jump into a mat or sand pit.
8. Participate in jump rope activities, using single and double ropes.

Note to teacher: Use plenty of equipment for Waving activities so t6t all
children are active and not lining up waiting for-a turn. Different stations could
be used.

16
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C. MOVING ON HANDS AND FEET

Explore: DifferriTt.ways of movin on hands and feet.
.;

t Discover: Possibilittfas and limitations of moving on

Further Challenges

1. Move face down antelac Op.
2. Keeping hands in one,p1 ce, moic feet around or in different places in a
,circle. s

3./Keeping feet fixed in one p ce, move hands around in a circle or in different
places.
4. Move with feet and hands staying close together or far apart.
5. Make a bridge shape, make the bridge high; wide, long, twisted. Now try
these shapes when you are moving.
6. Move from feet to hands and back to feet in various ways.
7. Support weight.on hands, move one or both f to air, bring feet down.
softly in the same place in, a different place. '),.
8. Move on three supports, two supports.

Select: a. Different 'ways of moving .on four supports.
b. Different ways of moving with weight alternating.
c. Different ways.of moving between hands and feet.
Repeat: Repeat selected ways. Children need to develop strength and
confidence when moving on hands and feet. Desirable to move or intersperse
with other activities. -

Sequence: Develop sequences or combinations using different ways of
moving on hands and feet..

hands and feat.

Applicatakt
1.' Beginning Tumbling Travel, moving the body weight from feet to hands
and back to feet with body curled and then stretched. Try simple ways of
getting over a rope, bench or lines on the floor where hands support the weight
and feet are moved through the air.
Move hand-hand-foot-foot (beginning cartwheels). Curled, then stretched.
Move from position on four supports into a roll.
2. Move a Ball. Use different parts of the bOdy to move a ball while on hands
and feet. (Try crab - played facing upwards and ball moved with feet.)

3. Move different ways On hands and feet, 'but keep feet together (think of
other limitations). This will provide a wide variety of movements.
4. Move on apparatus on hands and feet (ladder, climbing frames, planks,
benches, etc.).

8
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D/MOVING,ON OTHER BODY PARTS - ,7,4

: , \
Explore: Different ways of moving, supporting the body weight on diffcirdnt.0 , , \ /parts.

Discover: Possibilities of mooing on different body parts.-,
," .

,.- , :'

Further Challenges
,

1. Move on named parts stomach, back, etc.
2. Move on a certain number of parts.,

.
3. Mqve by sliding on differdnt body parts, with the hands and/or feet
provAig the push or pull.
4. Spin around on different body parts body curled up body stret d.,
out.

'Select/Repeat: Different ways of moving on different body parts.
Sequence: Combine two or more ways of 'moving for xample, combine a t,o.
way of m ving on the feet with a viay of moving on hands a feet; add a way of c.
moving on some other body partit Malce the activities/blend ogether smoothly. ;,

Applications

1. Rolling Try different kinds of rolls: forwards, ckw rds, sideways,
stretched out, curled up, smooth; tight rolls, fast and sl w rol
2. ,Crinvling and Creeping Move under chairs, thro gh a,utlQmobile tires,
under wands,,etc.
3. Using ,Gym Scooters Set various parts of body support weight on a
scooter. Push is provided by hands and/or feet.
4. Tug-of -War With a partner find some ways to pill each other on feet,
hands, other parts. Pull with feet, hands, etc. ,

5. Apparatus Move along atench on different body parts.

E. MOVING MOSTLY IN PLACE

Explore:Mays to balance on different parts of the body (a) on named parts,.
(b) on a certain, number of partS.

Discover: a. Possibilities of balancing on different body parts
b. Difference between 'being stable and being In balance.
Further Challenges

(.

Balance on any small parts of the body make different body shapes while
balancing. Find a different part to balance on.

Select/Practice: Different kinds of balance. This will develop confidence.

9I'



Sequences:4pin together a series of b ances on 1-2-3-4 body parts. Com-
bine a balanc and a roll, roll-balance, b ce-roll-balance:

Applications

1. Do balance activities on the floor. ( .

2: Balance on apparatus in place and moving..
3. Balance in different ways on a shape glade by your partner.
4. Build On balance 'skills in lumblinli. Run 7.= jump roll = balance and
other combinations
5. Balance a piece of equiprnenf. Find different parts of the body an'which to
balancea wand, beanbag, ball/etc. Try .Sitting down and standing up while
balancing. object. T.rmoving,Aith Object in balance on different body parts
6. Balance Beam --ind,different ways to move across a balance bea on
f et, hands and feet. Move acrossinisfifferent directions, speeds: Tw cross-
in the beam and,steing over a wand:cr milk -carton,istepping.415rough a
hoop; bouncing a ball, balancing an,eresertirfthe head, etc.

-F. CVFILING Alb STRETCHING,
_.,

Explore! Ways to curl and stretch using different starting positions.
4

,Discover: Possibilities and limitations of curling and stretching the" body:.,
---,. 2.-'

;
Further Challenges

.. ,,.."4
1. and stretat different speeds. . '

url anal stretch with different body parts leading in initiati4 the stretch.
idea of relationships; placing certain body parts near to and f4from

other: e.g., place nose near knees, place hands far away from the feet,.
'etc.

setecuRepept: R sponsel t4at obtain a full range of trunk movement and
flexibility.

Sequeince: Combine two or more curls and stretches in a sequence showing
different starting positipns,SpaedS and directions. Link movements together
smoothly.

-Applications

1. Curl and stretch while moving on the floor. and on apparatus.
2. Roll and balance (in a stretched position).

G. ROCKING

Explore: Some ways to rock on different parts of the'body.

10 18
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'Dis Cover: Possibiliti4 of rocking On.different body parts.

'Further Chailengett

.1.. Rock yvit,bOdy is stretched out, curled up.
2. Rock int -a roll. '

3. Rock and hold extreme positian; roll back a different way.
.

Select /Repeat: variety of ways of rocking.
Sequences; Combine various ways of rocking on different bodyparth link

i -. ,.,1:
rolling to. oiling:.

. 1 ..

H. HAN ING
0

Explore: Vdious.Ways to hang on apparatus!

Discover: Different parts of the body fromwhich lre-bangon different kinds Si
apparatUs..Climbing rope. . ..,

Ftrther ChallengeS 4
,, Hang -;and swing on climbing rortieS --It using one rope; two ropes.

e2. Swing when upside down Qn ropeS.,
3. 'With bent arm, hang on chinning bar. 4

Sqlect/Repeat: Different ways to hang.

AppliCaiions

1, Use apparatus at different heights to encourage tAanging and sw ging.
2. Cross a ladder or bac hanging with hands. -

Climb ropes without using feet.

TWISTING

Explore: Different ways of twisting the body.
Discover: Possibilities of using the body for twisting.

Further Challenges

.1. Twist top half body while lower part is fixed.
Twist. using different body supports..

3. .Twist with body straight, with body bent.

Select/Repeat; Twists that involve the whole body and ensure a full range of
movement.

Sequences: Join together curls, stretches' and twists. -

20.



.Unit II: Moving A,Ball
!---)

Note to teacher: Although the title of this nit imIiès that mostof the
proposed program will involve balls, children should be provided opportunities
for work l with balls of all sizes as well as quoits, beanbags and other
manipulative objects.

A. MOVING A BALL

Explore: bitferent ways of moving a ball (keeping ball close) in a space where ,

you carOistay in place. .

Discor: Ways to'rnove ball with dilferent- parts of the body.

Further Challenges

1. ETphasize different dy parts being used. Try one hand,' two hands, no
hand or feet. Move the ball using afferent parts of the feet.,,As you move the
ball, keep yourself and the ball away from other people.
2: Find different parts of the body to use to keep the ball in the air.
a 'Move, keeping the ball always on the ground.
4. See also Sample Lesson #2, page 21.

21



/Select/Repeat: a. Different ways of moving a ball, particularly bouncing and
catching. . .

b. Activities involving the feet, to move te ball
c. Ways in which children enjoy moving the ball'
d. Areas where children need more 'practice. (Allow plenty of time for this

' since children need .a great deal of practice in working with balls.)
Sequence: Combine different ways of moving the ball to build a sequence.
Bouncing at different levels, on different body suppcirts. .

Join together different ways of moving the ball using different parts of the bqdy.

Applications it 1

1. Self-testing How many times can you throw and catch (upwards)?
How many times can you bounce and catch (a) at waist height, (b) at head
height?
2. Repeat ,#1 using balls of different sues..
3. Practiqe throwing and catching beanbags, deck tennis rings, footballs.
4. Try beinning soccer skills, moving the ball with feet only. Change speed
and direction stopping- starting.
5. Try beginning basketball skills, bouncing the ball at different speeds and in
various directions, stopping and starting.

B. SENDING BALL TO WALL,

Explore; Different ways of sending the ball to a, wall and receiving the
rebound. (A clear, wall is necessary.)

Discover: Different ways to send the ball against a Wall and retrieve (catch).
ttaf rebound:

Further Challenges

1. Roll the ball against the wall using one hand, two hands.
2. Kick the ball against the we!) using different parts of the feet. Control the
ball with feet orl return.
3. Thrhw ball at wall, let it bounce, then catch' it.
4. Bounce ball onto floor, to the weir:then' catch it.
(Vary the distance from the wall, throw underhand, overhand, at "different
levels, speeds.)
5. Throw at targets (painted or chalked on walls, boxes, pins, hoopS,etc.).
6. Shoot (kick at targets/goals for soccer).
7. Shoot (throw at.basketball hoops).

. Select/Repeat: Children again need many opportunities to practice many of
the above skills. t

13



Sequences: Put together some seqences of 'running, bouncing and throwing
or shooting at targets.

Applications

1. Make up away of scoring points using targets to aim at Targets can be on
the wall or open boxes, hOops, etc. Use balls, beanbags,. quoits.
2. With a partner, throw/roll and catch using the wall.

C. PASSING BALL TO PARTNER WHILE STATIONARY

Explore: Various ways of passing the ball to a partner (both standing still).
Discover: Different ways to pais a ball to a partner usinglands and /or

Note to -teacher: It would be advisible to introduce some ideas on catching
at this stage. See later section on catching.

-r

Further Challenges

i. Pass the ball while on different bOdy supports (sitting, kneelinglStanding,
etc.). U e hands or feet.
2. Pas the ball at different levels.
3. Use a bounce to pass it.
4. Vary the distance aparl.
S. Use different kinds of balls.

Select /Re ai:Different ways to throw; pass:or. catch 't.iSing.hands and fest

Applications
.

1. Self-testing How many passes/bounces can you make to your partner
without dropping the ball?
2. Pass the ball to a partner and after each successfapass or catch, gradually
move farther apart. Does the kind of throw have to change?

.

3. One partner makes "windows" or openings with arms,or legs for the other
..:partner to throw through (paper or fleece balls).

4. Circle Passing Games (five or.sik Children in a circle) Pass acroSt or .'
around circle, or pass to a player in the t enter. , ' , .

Duck on the Rocklfive orsix children in a groupy: Qhildre.n liji to,krioOlia'.,
anbag (clack) Off a milk cartonVoCk), throwing one'at alinid:,: When theOuck.

is knocked off the rock, the thrower tries to retrieve his OeanPag before a guard
(defending the duck) can, replace the duck and tag hirri. If the guard tags the
thrower, they exchange, places. ,

6. Groups of three or four sta d behind a line, One at a lime, bowling or
throwing balls or beanbags at pin Or milk cartons to sae.hoWrriany times the
targets can be knocked over in a rtain time.
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7. Clean Up Your Backyard or Keep the Basket Full. Class attempts to
keep a box full by throwing or placing balls or beanbags in,the box faster than

'teacher or child whoties to keep it erriply.,

D. THROWING OR KICKING BALL REANBAG AT MO t1IG TARGET

Explore:Different ways to throw or kic at a moving target using a II/bean-
,

bag.

Discover: Different ways to throw orbit a moving target.

Further Challenges: Vary distance from target (vertical or horizontal targets):
Targets can be hoops fixed or held by partners, large moving ball, suspende,d
target on rope, etc. Target ,can Move hori2ontally or vertically and toward or
away from thrower.

$elect/Repeat: Different ways to throw at moving targets. Plenty of practice
V\ time is needed.

Applications

1. Throw fleece balls or beanbags through swinging hoop's hanging from the
ceiling.
2. Try to roll a bail through a rolling hoop.
3. Try to hit a ball rolled by a.partner.
4. Class in two group§ try to drive er knock a cage or other large ball from
center of gym through opponent's half to reach end wall using tennis or other
small play balls. -
5. Running dircle Catch Circles of five or six players walk or run around
center player. Ball is passed or bounced back and forth from center player to
circle limners. Change direction and rotate players into center spot.
6. Hit the Road Runner Teacher or child rollS a large ball down a 10 or
15-foot wide alley made by.a line of children raOing a wall. Children try to hit
the ball as it goes by. . ,

7. EnCourage,children'to:inyenf games involving ,a inbying Jarget.
,

E CATCHING A BALL

Explore: Different way.s to catch a ball.

Discover: Various Ways:of catching a ball.

Further Challenges

1. "How softly can you catch ?"
2. '',What is;the secret of catching softly?"
3. CAtch at different levels. Jump to ,catch.
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NOtes to teacher

Stress: Handi moving out to meet ball.
Moving hands with ball on catching.
Fingers pointing down for low balls.
Fingers pointing up for high. balls.,
Keeping eyes on ball.

Use light, soft :balls at first Ifleece;'yarn, paper, balloons, Ned balls, etc.)
Remember that a Oiling' ball easiest to 'Mop or catch, a bouncing ball is
harder and a bell in'the air, is hardest.

Repeat: Much practice necessary for "successful, confident catching.

Applications

1... Bounce a ball high ----move under to catch-it,
2. 'Bounce a ball againM a wall so it.does not return straight to thrower ,move
to catch, field or stop it
3. Roll, throw, or kick to partner who has to move to catch it move sideways,
forwards or backwards. .

4. Use an implement (scoop) to catch:
5. Most throwing practices,can involve catching.
6. *Circle Keep Away 16.,CIrcles of six to eight pletydrrihe ball.is passed
across or around circle' While the center player tries to intercept or catch the
ball. The ball can be" bOunced or passed'helow tiyad high:

PASSING BALL TO PARTNER WHILE MOVING.

Explore: Different ways to pass ball to partner when one person or both are
moving.

Discover: PossibilitieS of passing ball to partner.

Further Challenges ,

I. Have the thrower,moving and the receiver stationary.
2. Have the thrower, and the receiver moving side by side Or weaving
around. -

' 3. Vary distance apart when passing.
4. Vary moving speed.
5. Vary levels at which ball is thrown, or passed.
6. Repeat, using groups of three people.

Select/Repeat: Different ways of passing to a partner in place and on the
move.

;Sequences: Combine ways of bouncing the ball and passing with'shooting at r
target or basket. Repeat using feet only.

16
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4.

Ions

1. Invent a game involving passing and using groups of three, four cd more
children.
2. Develop team passing (keep away) using group'S'Of three two players

. keep ball away from third player.
Groups of four, two playerS'against two
Groups of five, two players against three
Group st of six, three, players against three.

.Team which makes greole.St: number of passes in a certain time, wins. (Col-
bred pinnies will be usetul to.identity teams.)
'3. Self- testing HOW many passes can you maketo a partner in a certain
time? .

4. Combine all the :skills developed above into ,simple; smallside team
passing games:
Example Two teems with five players on a team attempt to pass and/or
dribble 'the ball to; hit target (cone or pin) set up in a six-foot radius circle._ Pin

, .

:may :begt.larded no other players allowed in circle.
Variations:. Tsrg.et could be a hoop or high jump standard. Simple rules.
Children can b encouraged to develop or find out rules by having them'atsk
questions. Typically, these might be:
"Can you run with the ball?" !

0'What happens if the ball goeSOut-of-bounds?"
"How does game continue after a point is scored?"
.:HOW does game start?"

This often shows the need for rules in a much better way than the teacher
initially giving a long list of rules.

17
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G. VOLLYING BALL TO PARTNER

Explore: Varied ways to hit a ball back to dupartner using the hand,

Discover: Possibilities of striking 'a ball with the hand.
4trtfacing the oncoming ball.
b. standing sideways the oncoming ball.

Further thollenges

Use the non-dominant hand.
2. Use the back of the hand.
3. Use alternate hands.
4. Have partners keep a rally going and vary distance apart.. lmprovisa low
net to hit over.
5. Make partner move to return ball.
6. Try returning the ballirre it bounces (volley).

Applications

1. Four Square Four playa and in the tour quarters of a large square
which are numbered 1,2,3 and 4. The ball is served by #1 and hit underhand
into another quarter of the square, Ball can only bounce once in each
quarter, A player can return the ball to any quarter. Players rotate toward #/1
quarter.
2. Ground Handball Two teams of five to six playdrs try_ to advance a ball
by passing to score between two cones or chairs six feet apart at each end of
the court. Ball must stay one the ground. Players can only use one hand at
once to play ball, goalkeeper may use both hdnds. Siting semi-circle in
front of each goal is desirable.
3. Encourage children to use paddle, bats, badminton rackets and develop
racket type games with net at waist height and at chin height. Set up Court
boundaries and use simple rules.

H. KEEPING BALL IN AIR

Explore: Different ways to keep a ball up in the air.
'Discover: Various parts of the body thaNcan keep the ball up in the air.

Further Challenges

1. Use the palm of the hand and other body parts (foot, knee, head, etc.) to
keep ball up.
2. Use balloons, beach balls or Nerf balls to start dith.
3, Play over an improved or regular net at about a foot or so above average
'head height. Return low balls with hands clasped and using forearms,
4. Sit down and pass a ball to a partner by vollying it rather than catching.

18
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Applications
1. Play in groups of two, four or six, keeping the ball up and over a net..
2. Develop rules of a volleyball type game.
3. Find some ways to serve a ball to begin a game. Allow up to three passes
before bait is "returned.
4. Invent games with a partner using ball and other apparatus, such as:

a. a ball and a hoop
b. a ball and several milk cartons
c. a ball and a wall
d. a ball and a jump rope
e. beanbags and cardboard, cartons of different sizes
f. beanbags and a piece of chalk.

19
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Iiimple Lesson #1
Different Ways To Move on the Feet

mocaits TEACHER'S CHALLENGE POSSIBLE RESPONSE BY CHILDREN TEACHER'S TASK

implore

Die:Over

,,

..... . -

Show me different ways
to move on your feet

1

Pun . walk, &ski, hop
Walk on heels.
tern, etc

Sane as above
Shiite ideas with peers'
Try each other s ideas

-

..
Observe var..,
responses

EnCoorage chiklren to
use all available space
to avok1 cotlisions with
each other

Make verbal cordnenls
to Individual children
I Good sib. That's a
good rtes. Look how
Susan s moving )
Ma kegoner al comments
Pl praise and
!kqeuriligernent
.. '

TO Idle point, children have beet encouraged to explore the problem
fully. Now the teacher's rote is to help thorn reline end repent move
ments eeleceed.

Select

Further
Challenges

Repeat

Sequences

.4 #

Application

Let .1 all fry John s way
of Wing a

Whose movement shall
we try tkl1ng7'

Practice tie way you
like best

. Hay. you lied moving
in different directions,
(change direr.bon)

'. What happens if you try
to go fasters'
(change spent)

Try lo go Straight
Ion zqtaq)
Nary pathway)

Repeal the movement
ideas you like best

Can you pin together
two different ways of
mourn) on your feels

Can you make your
sequence different by
changing speed or
direction, .

Join with a partner
Teach. your paiTner your
sequence and you try '

- your partner s
moviemont
Make up a game with
Your partner that uses
the movements you ve
been working on Make
up rules aS you need to

"See -Appacabon, page
3 For games using the
concept of moving on
feet. see pages 4-6

4

Practice selected
movement

Explore new skims

'-".'''
.Repeat two or three
selector) ideas
consolidate and learn
ITION,Orno019

Run, hop and skip
Walk, run and gallop
Walk and run while
moving backwards

l)

e

Observe and give
individual help when
needed

II children are limited
in developmg their ideas.
suggest acklaionel
movement possibilities
by using the movement
components listed on
pages 4-0

-,- Observe, coMment,
. shire

Observe

Make comments of
. prailie and

encouragement
Give individual help
whore needed.
Suggest that part of the
sequence shows a last i
or slow

. .

Encourage IrtlhIness of
rnoverron,

Could develop chasing
or tag game
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Sample Lesson. #2
Different Ways To Move a Ball

PROCESS TEACHER'S CHALLENGE POSSISLE RESPONSE BY CHILDREN TEACHER'S TASK

Explore

Mecca*,

'Fuld space on the
floor 'and find (Advent
ways to move the ball
Keep It close to your
space

-

Onbble ball with hands.
toll ball around feet.
throw ball in air and
catch, throw ball

Same as above.
children share ideas
and try each others
ideas

i 4

,

Observe venous diet
remind children to keep
'ball close V, !Nen and
!heir eyes on the ball

Make verbal comments
01 praise and
encouragement, interact
with individual students

To this point. Children have been encouraged to explore the problem
. fully. Notv the lettchers rote le to Kett) then, refine and repeat move-

ments selected.

t

Select

Further
Challenges

Repeat

Sequences

Application

Practice rho way you
like best

Ur' , rt,

Join a partner Try
each other s way of
moving a ball

Or

What way shall wit
V practice moving the

ball'

Sol On the floor Move
the hall around your
body, then around
different parts of your
body - -your head
trunk, waist leg

How fast can you move
the hall,

How quickly can you
change the direction
in which you are moving
the ball'

'' a-
Can you move the ball

around your body while
you are at different
levels and supporting
your both/ on different
,hotly pans?

Try using different
body parts to move the
ball

Repeat the activities
you like best

Combine two ways of
moving the ball Malle
a sequence and repeat

Make up a game with
your panne, using a
ball Try and use some
of the things you
leaned to do with

i
de bell ...
Yqu could use obsiackis
to roll on dribble ale,
ball around, targetiio
kick or throw at ' k

Sell-testing: How many
limes can you pass
the .411 to your
partner without missing
the ball, t

Practice selected
movements

i

Respond to new
challenges :mil ideas

-

Repeat two or three
selected tdeas
consolidate and learn
Movements

Practice two or more
skills

As children vekm
ideas. shat them with
the rest of class
All may w h to try them

i

Observe and give
individdal help when
hoier]m

I, children are limited
in developing then ideas.
suggest additional
movement possibilities
by using the movement
components listed on
pages 12-19

Observe, comment on
activities

Observe and give
individual guidance as
needed

Give ideas of possible
ball activates which
coild be linked together
le 9 . dribble with hands
and throw to wall,
rebound and continue
dribbling) .,
Encourage smooth
linking of Movements
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Frequently.
Asked Questions about
Teaching Basic Movement

Where do I start?
If yow children have had no previous experience with this approach, it is
suggested that you begin with Unit I "Moving in Space.page 4. For classes
that hay experienced primarily team games and Competitive activities, you
might pr er to begin with "Challenges and Applications" in the ball handling
activities s ion, page 21.

How long do I spend on one concept?
Your children's reactions will be the best way to determine this, If after you
have given all "further challenges," children begin to lose interest, approach
another concept. It might be possible to spend five td7six lessons on one
concept.

Can I repeat concepts and/or specific activities?"
By all means this is highly desirable. Repetition,at Intervals appears to help
learning. Many of the concepts could be revisitAri periodically.

Should I divide my class into squads?
An informal teaching style does not sequire, children to be organized into
squads. When activities call for partners or small group work in a non-com-
petitive situation, children should be encouraged to form their own groups.

Do I work on just one concept in each lesson?
Not necessarily. A lesson might include work on aspects of moving in space,
ball activities, and perhaps even some dance. Some activities are extremely
tiring (e.g, jumping, working with itreighton hands).

I've always taught in a direct authoritarian manner,
How do I move. toward a problem-solving style?
Become a question asker instead of kquestion answerer. Study the ex-
amples on page 26-21. and review the problem-solving format on page 3. Be
patient in allowing time fbr children to develop their responses. Be open-iiiind-
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development, child needs, goodlprograms, movement as a way of learning,
safety, environment and trends. Includes an annotated bibliography and filrn
list. PublishecQt consultation with AAHPER.

Professional Preparation of the Elementary School Physical Education
Teacher.
Washington, DC: AAHPER, 1969.

Guidelines for the college department preparing elementary, school physical
education teachers. Includes policy statements on student personnel and
faculty; concepts, competencies, and experiences to be incorporated into
curriculum plan; implementation.

Ready? Set. . ,Gol, Bette J. Logsdon and Kate Barrett.
Bloomington, IN: National Instructional Television Center, 1969.

Contains illustrated exercises to be performed in conjunction with the Ready?
Set. .. .Go! television course. The manual was deigned to assist the
classroom teacher responsible for physical education instruction in preparing
the lessons for television, to outline the television instruction, and as a
follow-up for material based on this television experience. The lessons afford
children an opportunity to respond actively to material designed to develop
meaningful insights, attitudes and skilled movement.

The Significance of the Young Child's Motor Development.
Washington, DC: National Association for the Education of Young Children,
1971.

A publication resulting from the Early Childhood Conference cosponsored by
AAHPER and the National Association for the Education of Young Children in
February 1971. Contains principal addresses on such topics as the young
child today, the significance of motor development, observing children, and
the meaning of movement for young children. Well illustrated.

Filrhs

Basic Movement. Movement Awareness. Manipulative Skills.. Functional
Fitness.-
1969. (SVper 8mm, technicolor, si., loop film cartridges). Sale $24.95 each; No
rentals. Available Champions on Film, 745 State Circle; Ann Arbor, MI 48104.
A series of 24 loop films, each three to four minutes long, depicting K-2 children
in action, developed by a committee of AAHPER consultants. Ideas and
activities can easily be adapted downward for pre-primary age. Designed to
show children and teachers a wide variety of activities and equipment with an
entire class participating at one time. PrOblem-solving approach is used in all
firms. Descriptive note accompanies each cartridge. Authors Hayes Kru-
ger, Pat T4nner and Carolyn Rasmus.
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Equipment to
Explore Movement

BALLS

Commercial Items
Playground balls (6", 81/2 ", 10", 13")
Cage balls (24", 36")
Beach balls (12", 12")
Tennis balls
'Sponge or Nerf balls (various sizes)
*Balloyns (any size)
'Fleece balls
*Whiffle balls

Homemade Items

*Yam Balls

Materials 70-yard skein Of yarn (need not be new)
/1 piece of wrdboard 4 5" wide and 10" long
Dental flrbr heavy sluing
Directions Wrap yarn 25 times around width of cardboard (Figure 1). Carefully slip yarn off
cardboard and tie in middle with heavy string or dental floss. Continue making those hundrearrtit'
all yam is used. (One skein makes approximately 14 bundles.) Tike two looped bundles and .tie
together with several wraps of string (Figure 2). Repeat until all looped bundles are tied
together. Continue adding double-looped bundles to those previously tied together until all
bundlespre securely joined together (Figure 3). Cut all looped ends, fluff, and trim
shape (Figure 4).

Figure 1 Figure 2

all into rounded

Figure 3 Figure 4

(Courtesy of Every Child a Winner, Erwin County Sdhools, Oscine, Georgia)
*Items marked with an asterisk are especially well adapted to limited space areas.
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NEWSPAPER BALLS

Materials Newspaper
Masking tape

Directions Crumple newspaper into tight ball
and compress to desired size. Wrap tape In
crisscross manner to form ball.

(From Inexpensive Equipment for Games, Play,
aiid Physical Activity, Chartes*El. Corbin, 1972.
Wm. C. Brown Co., Dubuque, lows.)

STOCKING BALLS
Materiels Old sock or'stockjng

r or cloth for stuffing
thread

Stuff crumpled newspaper, nylon,
another sock into toe of stocking. Fold

top of stocking over itself until entire stocking is in
a ball shape. Stitch securely.

RACKETS BATS

Commercial Items
Table tennis paddles
paddle tennis rackets
Plastic or whiffle bats

Homemade Items

Nylon Stocking Rackets

Materials Coat hanger
Old nylon stocking
tape

Directions Bend hanger into diamond or,
round shape (Figure 1). Straighten hanger

Figure 1

26

Figure 2 Figure 3
ti

3k

hook, Push end of hanger Into toe of stocking
(Figure 2). Stretch stocking as tightly as pea.
sidle. Wrap remaining part of stocking around
s
wrapping tape around entire handle (Figure 3)wrapping

ightened hook to form handle. Complete by

(From Inexpensive Equipment for Games, Play,
and Physical Activity, Charles B. Corbin, 1972,
Wm. C. Brown Co., Dubuque, Iowa.)

PLYWOOD RACKETS

Materials 1/4" plywood
Glue

Directions Cut plywood to desired
patternsize. (Can use table tennis paddle

desired.) Cut handles and glue.

s(Ccohuoortels.

10"

7'/2"
(2)

-LT5:
1/2"

-II 1141/2"

11/2"

"T-

1 1' 1/2- 1/2"

(Courtesy ildias1Yinner Erwin County

(Reprinted by permission from Essential Move-
ment Experiences for Pre-school and Primary
Ciglidngre

Co.,
n, V1cmtoinrnPe.acilDauer, r, 1972. Burgess Pub-

Commercial Items

Traffic 'cones (Highway markers)
Indian Clubs
Homemade Items

Milk Cartons
gallon)

Scissors
Materials Milk cenons (q uart or V2 lon

Directions Use as is or cut tops off, in
illustration.

Plastic Bottles
Material, Liquid soap containe6s or gallon
plastic bottles



Glue
Sand, stones or other "weighting" material

!NOKOMIS Put sand or other material in
bottle. (An inch of material will provide ample
weight.) Glue cap on.

B owling Pins

Motet's's Discarded bowling?pins obtained
from local bowling alley.

D irections Use -as are

SMALL APPARATUS

Commercial items
*Hoops
Beanbags
Quoits (deck tennis rings),
*Jump ropes
'Wands
'Magic rope

. ,

Homemade Items I

arid shape. (51/2 Is, common.) Riji
wrong sides -of material together and double
machine stitarround the four sides leaving a 1
to 11/4" openin?i for filling. Turn Inside out and fill.
(1/2 cup small tags.is adequate,) Use SeWing
machine to OW opening of bag,

(Courtesy of Every Child a

Schools, Ocilla, Georgia.).

Hoops
Materials 1/2" or 3/4" plastic plumbing pipe
Dower rods (Sized to fit internal diameter of tube
or special pipe connectors, available at hardware
store)
Staples
Tape (electrical or plastic)

Directions Cut pipe to desired size Of hoop
30" hoop size 95" pipe length
36" hoop size 113" pipe length
42" hoop size 132" pipe length .

Cut awel rod into 21/2" pieces and 'insert into
plastic tubing at both ends. Staple both ends of
tubing to dowel rods. Wrap with tape.

Dowel Tape

Tubing powol Staples

(Reprinted by permission from Essential Move-
ment Experiences for Pre-school and Primary
Chlkeen, Victor P. Dauer, 1972. Burgess Pub.-
fishing Co.. Minneapolis.)

*Beanbags.)

Materials Heavy cloth (e.g., corduroy, denim)
Dry beans, peas, corn or birdseed

DIreCtIons Cut into 2 pieces of desired size

N--41
ner, Erwin County

Jump Ropes
._., ,.rope br

(plastic or
_._ Measure desired length of rope

1616 sash cord tapeMaterials "ill

and mark.

adhesive)

I". on either side of mark where
Grades 3-6; 9'

Directioni
(7' .-_, OraCJes K-2; 8' --...,

= adult) Tape
between the tapedbe tut. Cut rope h.rope is t%

areas to prevent raveling and fraying of the rope.

Bleach Bottle Scoop
Materials Gallon plastic bottles

..:Scissors

Directions -- Fill bottle with hot water to make

more pliable and easier to cut. Empty and cut as

shown beloW.

Cut out this portion

permission fby pero(Reprinted rrIfEssential Move-
ment Experiences for Pre-school and Primary
Children, Victor P. Dauer, 1972, Burgess Pub-
lishing Co., Minneapolis.)

Wands
Materials -:.- Broom or mop handles or 5/8" or
3/4" dowel rods

Directions` Cut to desired length (30"
42") 'Sand ends. Ends can be dipped in paint to

color code for different length.
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'Wooden Blacks
Materials 4" x timber

Directions Cut Wix:t1 into various lengths (8",
12 0 8"). Can be notched to allow wands to be
held sruraly. Also, drilling. holes (thibugh
Which wands can be inserted; adds to the flex-
ibility of uses.

tN\WandWand

(Reprinted by Permission from Essential Move-
Ment Experiences for Pre-school and Primary
Children, Victor P. Dauer, 1972. Burgess Pub-
lishing Co., Minneapolis.)

'Quoits or Deck Tennis Rings
Materials '/2" garden hose or plastic,plumbing.
Pipe-
Dowel rod (sized to fit internal diameter tube)
Sterol& and tape

Directions Cut tutting to desired size of ring
(12" 18"). Insert 2V2" piece of dowel rod into
both ends of tube. Staple both ends of tubing to
dowel rods and wrap with tape. '

0 Hose Otter Cutting

(Reprinted by permission fiorn Essential Move-
ment Experiences for Pre-school and Primer)'
Children, Victor P. Dauer, 1172. Burgess Pub-
lishing Co., Minneapolis.)

.Elastic Stretch Ropes
Materials' --'/4" elastic cord, "shock cord," or
4/2" 3/4" elastic tape
Directions Cut in deSired lengths.

(Reprinted by Permission from Essential Move-
ment Experiences for Pre-school and Primary
Children, Victor P. Dauer, 1972. Burgess Pub-
fishing Co., Minneapolis.)
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LARCiE APPAR4TUS

demmerclal Items
'Balance beam
Agility ramp
Vaulting )fiex'

. )Y

Climbing ropes ye.?

Any gymnastic apparatus

""Boa"malanc:II:e

items

Materials -7 2" x 4" timber
Directions Cut tinier to 8' length. (Larger
beams are alright, but require an additional
support In the middle.) Sand and finish. The
stands are illustrated below.

( Reprinted by permission from Essential Move-
ment Experiences for Pre - school and kfirnaty
Children, Victor P. Dauer; 1972, Burge's's Pub-
4hin9 CID., Minneapolis.). ,

. .
Jumping Box
Materials 34" to 1/2" plywood
Directions 7- See illustrations; Reinforce all
corners with brackets. Sand all corners; Ptnt or
varnish. Sizes (Approx.)

28" x 18" x 18"
Pyramid Jumping Boxes 32"..x 20" x 0"

36" x 24" x 24"

N--`42-..- it" *Sizes permit
boxes to berg
stacked.
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Resource' Mated Os

tt

Delfinitleina of Movement. Education

Movement Education Unit of Total Program-
.

When movement education is used as implying a unit of the total program, it
jusually refers to unit or ,series of small ,units presented in the primary
gradeS. It seems ;n these instances to carni,With it the implicationv thatthe
remainder Of,the Orbgram doeS not follo#ihoiebeliels encompassed in the

',generally accepted meaning of the terryf:..i many of the Wits it is onlytoO
apparent that these beliefs are hot suPpokeil in much of the remainder of the
.program. Movement education as a unit also appears to imply_ a orobiatil:
solving methodology and a particular content center around Laban's concepts
concerning body awareness, spatial awareness, the movement qualities of

. tirnaMorce, space, and flow, and also relationships. :

Within this typa of unit structure,the terms basic movement, basic
education; and movernenteXplc4lion_seem to be used synonyinddsly.ith
moyement education, allowing for slight variations:of inteepretati,on between .
authors, and therefore,, seem to 'adopt the same gerieral characteristics or
definition

Reprinted from "Movement Education: What Does It Mean'?" by Patricia Tanner.and Kate Barrett,
Journal of, P, Educationand Recreation, April 19A, pp. 19-20.
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Movement Education Synonymous with Physical Education

Apparently, because some physical educators were concerned about the.
dichot. u of beliefs which seems to exist in the total physical education
progr., , en movement education is used only as a unit area of content, a
view ovpment education As being synonymous with physical education
emer% ed. This-interpretation implies that the beliefs embodied in the philoso-'
phy of movement education must necessarily be accepted as the tenets of
the total program.

Terms such as movement exploration, problem solving, and guided dis-
covery are still used within the framewbrk. Here, however, they are used
essentially in reference to particular teaching methodologies and not content
areas,' .1

It is interesting to note that in this context the term movement exploration
assumes an interpretation that relates solely to methodology a definition or
interpretationeore closely allied to the literal translation of the word explora-
tion.

These methOdologies are all consistent with the beliefs inherent in the
philosophy of movement education and would beevident throughout the entire

geophysical education program

Movement Education The Development of
Total Human Movement Potential

An interesting view of movement education that currently seems to be
evolving is one that goes far beyond the bounds of programs, schools, and
other educatiotiQy oriented institutions. This evolving interpretation be-
comes involved'with the development of: increasing awareness of the total
Scope emovement behavior and of all movement related experiences. This
is the all-iiticlusive view of both the art and science of human movement. This
view maintains a recognition of not only the anatomical, physiological,
kinesiological (including mechanical), and psychosocial factors underlying
human movement but also the aesthetic aspects. It is the free association (not
bound by cultural ties or experiences) of movement-related concepts such as
space-time-force-flow and shape-line-form-design in all functional, communi-
cative, and expressible human endeavors.

This interpretation of movement education would indicate an ultimate
valuing of movement in all its forms -7 both animate-sand inanimate its forms
of theory and practice, proceSt and product, reality and abstraction. This
interpretation would view movement as an essential integrating Process in the
development of human potential, operating not only throughout a total physical
education program but throughout one's total life 'span.
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Annotated Books and Films

Books.

Annotated Bibliography on Movement Education, Theresa Rizzitiello, ed.
Waftington, DC: AAHPER, 1977.
A reference book of selected major publications that deal with both the
theories and practices of movement education; Designed for the students of
human movement and beginning specialist as well as for the experienced
practitioner and classroom teacher.

Basic Movement Education for Children, Bonnie Gi lliom.
Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1970.

Delineates the values of adding basic movement education to physical
education curricula. Contains a concise discussion of how a program in basic
movement education for students of any age may be developed, and very
detailed, well-tested teaching units in basic movement education to be used in
any three consecutive grades in the elementary school. ,

Child*fs Dance, Gladys Andrews Fleming, ed.
Washington, DC: AAHPER, 1973. -

A book designed to show how dance can be used in the classroom iri liVely,
innovative ways. Appropriate for the classroOrn teacher as well as the
specialist in dance and physical activities. Covers such topics as dance as an
expression of feelings, folk and ethnic contributions, dancing for boys, and
composing dance.

Creative Dance in the First Three Grades, Joyce Boorman.
Ned York: D. McKay Co., 1969.

A practical book written to assist teachers in the initial stages of teaching
dance and to introduce ways of providing learning experiences in keeping with
the desires, interests and needs of young children. The text tells "what" and
"how" creative dance can be taught to these first three grades. The chapters
contain sample lesson plans, ways in which time and energy are developed in
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body action, stimuli, sound, and detailed drawings and photographs of the
movements described.

Creative Dance in the Primary School, Joan Russell.
London: MacDonald & Evans, (1965.

Practical suggestions for presenting Laban's approach to modern dance to the
young child. P,rovides examples of exercises found suitable for age groups 5.
to 11 years, introduces. Laban vocabulary, floor plans and movement dia-
grams, and discusses dance in relation to the other arts and its importance as
a creative and physical activity.

Creative Rhythmic Movement: Boys and Girls Dancing, Gladys Andrews
Fleming.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1976.

Prepared for those seeking more effective ways of working with boys and girls ,

in creative areas. Offers ways of initiating a program in creative rhythmic
movement, how to start a program of dance with children, and ideas for
planning a developmetal program K -6.

Dance in Elementary, Education, Ruth Murray.
Revised ed. New York: Harper &.Row, 1975.

Designed to help the elementary school teacher instruct Children in how to use
their bodies in functional and expressive movement. Provides an orientation
for teachers and suggestions on approaching the teaching of dance. Pre-
sents a variety of experiences in dance movement. Discusses locomotor and
non locomotor skills of dance movement and how to combine them into dance
steps. Focuses on rhythm in dance and helps lead the student into the art of
making dances. Offers aids to dance teaching: suggested standards for
certain dance skills, problems the teacher will face and performances to
expect, and resources for music and films. Includes appendix of selected .

readings.

Echoes of Influence for Elementary School Physical Educatio Marie Riley.
Washington, DC: AAHPER, 1977.

Brings together some of the best that haS been written and said about phySical
education in the elementary school since 1970. Includes selected papers and
articles identifying and exploring contemporary issues, research findings, and
differing points of view about many topics from both practical and
philosophical points of view.

Education Through the Games Experience, Michael J. Hardisty.
Bellingham, WA: Educational Designs and Consultants, 1972.

An individualized, approach to teaching games to the 5 13 year age group,
designed for physical education specialists and classroom teachers involved
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in teaching physical education. Examines activity-centered lessons.where
problem solving is used as a teaching technique.

Essentials of a Quality Elementary School Physical "Education Program.
Washington, DC: AAHPER, n.d.
A. position statement covering teacher preparation, instructional program,
evaluation, time allotment, class size, teaching load, dress, equipment and
facilities, and sChool-related programs.

Every Child A Winner: With Improvised Physical Education Equipment,
Project HOPE. .

Ocilla, ,GA: Irwin County. Board of Education, 1973.
Describes physical education equipment constructed for Project HOPE
(Health and Optimum Physical Education), a phySical education and health
service model, for rural schools. Gives suggestion for obtaining and con-
structing inexpensive equipment within small, medium and larger budget
limitations.

Foundations and Practices in Perceptual-Motor Learning: A Quest for
Understanding,
Washington, DC: AAHPER, 1971.
A multidisCiplinary examination of major conceptual viewpoints of perceptual-
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motor behavior and teaching methods. Includes descriptions of action pro-
grams, tests, resource materials and a professional preparation survey.

How To Change the Games Children Play, Gordon S. Moult.
Minneapolis: Burgess, 1976.
Explains how to use the author's games, analysis model analyze game.
components and to design, change and adapt games for more perRonalized
leartVg. Includes suggestions for games using specific motor skills and
examples of games developed with the author's model.

hvexpensive Physical Education Equipment for Children, Peter H. Werner and
Richard A. Simmons.
Minneapolis: Burgess, 1976.

Introduces ideas for the acquisition and, construction of inexpensive equip-
ment and provides ideas for activities which , are practical for use with
preschool and elementary school children, including handicapped students.
Discusses equipment especially suitable for gymnasiums and environmental
playgrounds.

introduction to"Movement Education, Glenn Kirchner et al.
Dubuque, IA: Wm. C. Brown, Co., 1970.

Presents "a first step toward an understanding and application Of the
concepts, methods, and analyses of movement education." Provides basic
information, themes to be developed over a year's time with some detailed
lesson plans, instructional_aids and human resources, and information
regarding apparatus, equipment and supplies.

Movement Education: A New Direction in Elementary School Physical
Education.
Washington, DC: American Association of Elementary, Kindergarten,' and
Nursery Education in cooperation with AAHPER, 1969.
Describes' movement education its content, method and value as an
approach to physical education. Well illustrated and supplemented with
resource lists of film, book and equipment companies.

Physical Education: A Movement Orientation, Sheila Stanley.
Toronto: McGraw-Hill of Canada, 1969.

A complete text describing how to utilize movement education in a total
physical education program; analyzes the movement elements in games,
dance and gymnastics; provides illustrated examples of instruction in games,
gymnastics and dance; and includes a list of apparatus and bibliography.

Physical Education for Children's Healthful Living. .

Washington, DC: Association of Childhood Education International, 1,968.
A compilation of 10 articles on tne role of physical education in child
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development, child needs, goodlprograms, movement as a way of learning,
safety, environment and trends. Includes an annotated bibliography ancifilm
list. Publishedjn consultation with AAHPER.

Professional Preparation of the Elementary School Physical Education
Teacher. -
Washington, DC: AAHPER, 1969.

Guidelines for the college department preparing elementary, school physical
education teachers. Includes policy statements on student personnel and
faculty; concepts, competencies, and experiences to be incorporated into
curriculum plan; implementation.

Ready? Set. . ,Go!, Bette J. Logsdon and Kate Barrett.
Bloomington, IN: National Instructional Television Center, .1969.

Contains illustrated exercises to be performed in conjunction with the Ready?
Set. .. .Go! television course. The manual was degigned to assist the
classroom teacher responsible for physical education instruction in preparing
the lessons for. television, to outline the television instruction, and as a
follow-up for material based on this television experience. The lessons afford
children an opportunity to respond actively to material designed to develop
meaningful insights, attitudes and skilled movement.

The Significance of the Young Child's Motor Development.
Washington, DC: National Association for the Education of Young Children,
1971.

A publication resulting from the Early Childhood Conference cosponsored by
AAHPER and the National Association for the Education of Young Children in
February 1971. Contains principal addresses on such topics as the young
child today, the significance of motor development, observing children, and
the meaning of movement for young children. Well illustrated.

Filrhs

Basic Movement. Movement Awareness. Manipulative Skills.. Functional
Fitness.- r
1969. (SVper 8mm, technicolor, si., loop film cartridges). Sale $24.95 each; No
rentals. Available Champions on Film, 745 State Circle; Ann Arbor, MI 48104.

A series of 24 loop films, each three to four minutes long, depicting K-2 children
in action, developed by a committee of AAHPER consultants. Ideas and
activities can easily be adapted downward for pre-primary age. Designed to
show children and teachers a wide variety of activities and equipment with an
entire class participating at one time. PrOblem-solving approach is used in all
firms. Descriptive note accompanies each cartridge. Authors Hayes Kru-
ger, Pat Tanner and Carolyn Rasmus.
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Every Child A Winner.
1974. (16mm, color, sd., 13'/2 min.) Sale $150; Rental $15. Available NEA
Sound Studios, 1201 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036. Make checks
payable to AAHPER.

A film about the value§ of movement exploration for every child Moving,
learning, accomplishment. A case-history review, filmed on-site at Project
Health ancrOptimum.PhysiCal Education 'in Ocilla, Georgia. One'ot the two I
physical education projects to receive the coveted national "Edudational
Pacesetter Award." Photographed and produced by Charles Holbrook.

Fret To Move.
1971. (16mm, color, sd., 35 min.). Sale, about $150. Available Southern Film
Productions, Brockenhurst Film Studios,- Brockenhurst Hampshire, SO 47
Rd., England.
A British film depicting movement education tasks. It integrates movement
into art, language and creative dramatics.

Movement Education.
1968. (16mm, color, sd., 6 films, 25-40 mins. each). Sale $200 each; Rental"

-$25. Available Audio-Visual Center, Simon Frazer University,' Burnaby 2,
British Columbia, Canada.

Six excellent films for K-6. Titles are: (1) introduction to Movement Educa-
tion; (2) Teaching Direction and Level; (3) Teaching Awareness of Body
Movements; (4) Teaching Qualities of Body Movement; (5) Woes for
Theme Development; (6) Use of Small Apparatus. An instructional manual
is included. Authors Aileene Warrell, Jean Cunningham and Glen Kirch-
ner.

Movement Exploration.
1967. (16mm,.color, sd., 20 min.) Sale $185; Rental. Available Docurnentary
Filrris, 3217 Trout Gulch Road, Aptos, CA 95003..
A film designed for K-6 teachers depicting a wide range of activities such as
locomotor skills, ball handling, hoops, jump ropes, apparatus, and improvised
equipment. Emphasis-is on involvement of each child for maximum participa-
tion, with a problem-solving approach. Authors Layne Hackett and Robert
Jensen.

Movenient Exploration Applied to Soccer.
1970. (16mm, sd., 30 min.). Available Quit a Laboratories, Ltd., or write Glenn
Kirchner, Simon Fraser University,* Burnaby 2, British Columbia, Canada.
A film showing howmovement exploration can be used to teachSpecific sport
skills. It beith-sv-vith a professional team playing Soccer. The teacher is
shown presenting problems to a beginning group of children who work on than
in small groups. When a certain degree of skill has been attained, they play a
modified game, and later play the official game.
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Outdoor Play, A Motivating Force For Learning.
(16mm, color sd., 17 min.). Sale $200; Rental $200. Available Campus Film
DistribUtors Corp., 20 East 4,6th Street, New York, NY 10017.
The film, focusing on ages 3 to 5, highlights the children's exploration of space,
experimentation with balance, development of muscular coordination and
body awareness. Also illustrated are developmetal differenc0, self-deter-
mined activities and gols, social interaction gnd the role of the teacher as well
as the use of improvised materials. These factors and theirrelatioh to learning
are the focus of the film. Authors Mary Moffitt, Lucille Lindberg and Rita
Swedlow.

Ready? Set, Go!
1969. Sale. Available National Instructional Television Center, Box. A, Bloom -
ington, IN 47401.

-1' Two instructional television series on movement education for K-2 for closed
circuit use in large school systems. Authors Logsdon, Barrettr Young.

For further information, contact:

Local City Supervisor of Physical Education
Local College Physical Education Department
Stile Director of Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Elementary Consultant, AAHPER.
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